Prognostic factors associated with the accuracy of deformable image registration in lung cancer patients treated with stereotactic body radiotherapy.
We evaluated the accuracy of an in-house program in lung stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) cancer patients, and explored the prognostic factors associated with the accuracy of deformable image registrations (DIRs). The accuracy of the 3 programs which implement the free-form deformation and the B-spline algorithm was compared regarding the structures on 4-dimensional computed tomography (4DCT) image datasets between the peak-inhale and peak-exhale phases. The dice similarity coefficient (DSC) and normalized DSC (NDSC) were measured for the gross tumor volumes from 19 lung SBRT patients. We evaluated the accuracy of DIR using gross tumor volume, magnitude of displacement from 0% phase to 50% phase, whole lung volume in the 50% phase image, and status of tumor pleural attachment. The median NDSC values using the NiftyReg, MIM Maestro and Velocity AI programs were 1.027, 1.005, and 0.946, respectively, indicating that NiftyReg and MIM Maestro programs had similar accuracy with an uncertainty of < 1 mm. Larger uncertainty of 1 to 2 mm was observed using the Velocity AI program. The NiftyReg and the MIM programs provided higher NDSC values than the median values when the gross tumor volume was attached to the pleura (p <0.05). However, it showed a different trend in using the Velocity AI program. All software programs provided unexpected results, and there is a possibility that such results would reduce the accuracy of 4D treatment planning and adaptive radiotherapy. The unexpected results may be because the tumors are surrounded by other tissues, and there are differences regarding the region of interest for rigid and nonrigid registration. Furthermore, our results indicated that the pleural attachment status might be an important predictor of DIR accuracy for thoracic images, indicating that there is a potentially large dose distribution discrepancy concerning 4D treatment planning and adaptive radiotherapy.